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Naming What We Know (Section 2): Writing Speaks to Situations through Recognizable 
Forms 
 

I. 2.0  
A. Identifying the situation we are in and the nature of the communication we wish to 

make is a fundamental concern in communication 
B. Writing addresses social situations and audiences organized in social groups 

1. Awareness of rhetorical situation is the beginning of reflection on how we 
perceive the situation 

a) **Awareness puts a reflective distance between our perception of 
the situation and our responses (may disrupt sense of being in the 
moment) 

2. Greater need of understanding rhetorical situation in writing than in 
speaking 

a) Genre recognition → provides a clue for understanding any piece 
of writing 

b) Also knowing that documents move from among and between 
spaces (both real and virtual spaces) ** 

(1) Idea relates to discussion in Comm class about the 
movement of writing virtually 

3. Need to understand the activity system the writing is a part of 
4. **Problem → some students tend to overgeneralize the practices they 

learn in the classroom in the outside world 
a) Need to be more reflective and understanding of various rhetorical 

situations outside of classroom 
II. 2.1 → Writing presents the world, events, ideas, and feelings 

A. Since words are “thin” and “frail” communicators, writers must work hard to make 
them do the best they can do 

B. Our ability to share with others is limited by the language we use and our 
readers’ abilities to make sense of our words and representations 

III. 2.2 → Genres are enacted by writers and readers 
A. Human action → how to recognize the set of structural or thematic qualities 
B. Genres are social action → habitual responses to recurring socially bounded 

situations 
1. They are constructions of groups, over time, usually with the 

implicit/explicit sanction of organizational or institutional power 
C. **No single text is a genre → can only be an instance of that genre as it enters 

into contexts 
D. “Genres are relatively stable” → interesting to think about how they will are 

flexible and change with time and societies 
IV. 2.3 → Writing is a way of enacting disciplinarity  



A. Disciplines shape (and in turn are shaped by) the writing that members of those 
disciplines do 

B. “Disciplinary genres speaks to the processes by which members of a discipline 
shape, make distinct, and value its forms and practices of knowledge creation 
and communication” 

1. Example of how IMRAD format has evolved over the years 
V. 2.4 → All writing is multimodal 

A. Multimodal → “multiple + mode” 
1. Mode refers to a way of meaning making, or communicating 
2. New London Group (NLG) presents five modes through which meaning is 

made: 
a) Linguistic, aural, visual, gestural, and spatial 

3. **Mode isn’t just words, but sound, texture, movement, and all other 
communicative acts that contribute to the making of meaning 

B. Misconceptions of multimodality? 
1. Assume all multimodal texts are digital 
2. Assume the opposite of multimodal is monomodal 

a) No such thing as a monomodal text  
b) Used incorrectly to signify a lack of multiple media/modes 

VI. 2.5 → Writing is performative 
A. Writing has capacity to act, to do things in the world 
B. Writing is epistemic → writing has capacity to actually produce thought and 

knowledge 
VII. 2.6 → Texts get their meaning from other texts 

A. Texts rely on other texts to make meaning 
1. This idea challenges in a way the Western notions of authorship, 

creativity, and originality 
B. Texts rely on range of non written texts 
C. **The intertextual nature of writing and reading provides foundation for thinking 

systematically about texts in a particular curriculum 
D. **Intertextual nature for researchers works to develop theoretical perspectives 

and methodological approaches  


